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QUESTION 1

Your company provides car maintenance services. It is conducting an internal hackathon to identify new ideas that could
expand their business. The teams have pitched different ideas and have started working on it. They have to present
their application to the judges within 48 hours. A presentation alone is not enough; they have to demonstrate a working
proof of concept. The team that you are mentoring is going to recommend additional ser-vices to drive in customers
based on the brand of car they drive in. They need to be able to identify what brand of car the customer has, based on a
photograph automatically taken at entry. They have already discovered an open source database of car images
collected by online enthusiasts. How should they implement this solution? 

A. Use Deep Learning Containers that are preconfigured and optimized containers for deep learning environments. 

B. Use AutoML Image - upload the images and let it create a working model for you. 

C. Use TensorFlow to create a model that will identify the car brands; use the available data to train the model. 

D. Use Cloud Vision AI that is able to detect logos. Write only the code to integrate in-to your workflow. 

Correct Answer: B 

It would be most straightforward to use AutoML Image. Put the images in Cloud Storage, point to it from AutoML, and
start the model building process. Reference Link- https://cloud.google.com/automl 

 

QUESTION 2

Which Google Cloud product or feature makes specific recommendations based on security risks and compliance
violations? 

A. Google Cloud firewalls 

B. Security Command Center 

C. Cloud Deployment Manager 

D. Google Cloud Armor 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/security-command-center Security Command Center is Security and risk
management platform for Google Cloud. Reference link- https://cloud.google.com/security-command-center 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization wants to evaluate the performance of their entire cloud infrastructure, including metrics like server
uptime and response rate reports. Which Google Cloud tool should the organi-zation use? 

A. Cloud Trace 

B. Cloud Monitoring 

C. Cloud Profiler 
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D. Cloud Debugger 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Because Cloud Monitoring enables users to monitor the performance of their entire cloud infrastructure. 

 

QUESTION 4

What does Cloud Logging help an organization do? 

A. Analyze live source code and log code updates. 

B. Deploy infrastructure as code. 

C. Analyze logs and accelerate application troubleshooting. 

D. Manage storage of custom VM images. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Your organization needs to plan its cloud infrastructure expenditures. Which should your organization do? 

A. Review cloud resource costs frequently, because costs change often based on use 

B. Review cloud resource costs annually as part of planning your organization\\'s overall budget 

C. If your organization uses only cloud resources, infrastructure costs are no longer part of your overall budget 

D. Involve fewer people in cloud resource planning than your organization did for on- premises resource planning 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: Review cloud resource costs frequently, because costs change often based on use because One need to
know current usage/ trend for planning; While public cloud eliminates capex, and gets into pay as you go model, the
usage pattern determines the cloud cost and hence needs to be measured frequently to enable better forecast 
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